
 

 

Dorset Field Club Pro Am 

August 31, 2020 

The Dorset Field Club team led by Patrick Berry posted an incredible 16 under par 124 to win the 2020 

Dorset Field club pro am (one gross plus one net format). The Burlington CC team led by David 

Jankowski came in second place finishing at a very solid 12 under par (a score usually good enough to 

win). Rounding out the top three was also a Burlington CC team (this time led by Brennan Earls) and 

they finished up at 10 under par. David Jankowski (Burlington CC) won the professional division posting 

an eye opening 64 beating David Bennett (CC of Vermont) by three shots. Kevin Bennison ended up third 

in the professional division posting a one under 69.   

A special thanks goes out to Michael Behan from W&B Golf Carts and Mike Perrault from Callaway golf 

for sponsoring the event. Without you the day would not nearly have been as successful as it was. Thank 

You! The chapter would also like to than Dorset Field Club for hosting the event. The conditions of the 

course and the staff were exceptional.  

                                                                  



Amateur Skins:                                                                                             Professional Skins: $77 each 

Gross: $180 each                                                                                 -Hole #1- Kevin Bennison score of 3 

-Hole #6- Brock Paquette with a score of 2                                    -Hole #2- David Jankowski score of 2                                

-Hole #11- Brock Paquette with a score of 3                                  -Hole #6- Johnny Cleanthes score of 2 

Net: $90 each                                                                                      -Hole #11- Jaimie Peirson with a score of 3 

-Hole #8- Wheaton Simis with a score of 2                                    -Hole #15- Brennan Earls with score of 3  

-Hole #11- Brock Paquette with a score of 2                                 -Hole #16- Todd Trono with score of 3 

-Hole #14- Adam Palmiter with a score of 2                                  -Hole #18- Peter Finnegan with score of 3 

-Hole #18- Brian Knowles with a score of 2 

 


